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Abstract Trivalent dysprosium (Dy3?)-doped sodium–
aluminum–phosphate (NAP) glasses were prepared and
characterized by their optical absorption, excitation,
emission spectra, and decay time measurements. Judd–
Ofelt intensity parameters were derived from the absorption spectrum and used to calculate the radiative lifetime
and stimulated emission cross section of the 4F9/2 ? 6H13/2
and 4F9/2 ? 6H15/2 transitions. The luminescence intensity
ratio of 4F9/2 ? 6H13/2 to 4F9/2 ? 6H15/2 transitions of
Dy3? in NAP glasses gives the feasibility of extracting
white light. The lifetime and quantum efficiency of 4F9/2
level is found to be higher than other reported glasses. With
increase in Dy3? ion concentration, the decay from 4F9/2
level is found to be faster with decrease in lifetime due to
cross relaxation between Dy3? ions.

Introduction
Recent progress in the development of special photonic
glasses is reshaping the laser industry by pushing rare earth
(RE)-based waveguide/fiber lasers to the forefront of solidstate laser applications. However, the choice of appropriate
glass matrix, for low-cost and compact planar waveguides,
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with larger amount of RE ions is still a formidable task
[1–4]. Among different glass hosts such as silicate, borate,
etc., phosphate glasses have their unique characteristics
that include high thermal stability, high transparency, lowmelting point, high gain density that is due to high solubility for RE ions and low dispersion [5–8]. Introduction of
Al2O3 into phosphate glass network well increases the
cross-linking between PO4 tetrahedra in the glass which
results in moisture free and thermally stable glass with low
thermal coefficient of expansion that are used for ionexchange planar waveguide devices [5, 9, 10]. Also the
presence of Na2O improves the RE ion solubility leading to
the possibility of using a high concentration of dopants,
which is very important for short length optical amplifiers
[11].
Among the RE ions, trivalent dysprosium (Dy3?)-doped
glasses have been considered as promising materials for
1.3 lm (6F11/2 (6H9/2) ? 6H15/2) emission [12, 13] as well
as for two-color phosphors since Dy3? ion possess strong
emission at around blue (at around 486 nm, 4F9/2 ? 6H15/2)
and yellow (at around 575 nm, 4F9/2 ? 6H13/2) colors
[14–16]. Further, it is well known that the 4F9/2 ? 6H13/2
transition of Dy3? ions is hypersensitive and therefore its
intensity strongly dependent on the nature of the host,
whereas the intensity of magnetic-dipole allowed 4F9/2 ?
6
H15/2 transition is less sensitive to the host. Hence, at a
suitable environment the intensity ratio of these transitions
(Y/B) will be such that the Dy3?-doped materials will
generate white light [14–16]. This study reports the concentration-dependent optical properties of Dy3?-doped
sodium–aluminum–phosphate glass (NAP) systems. Judd–
Ofelt (JO) theory has been used to analyze the absorption
spectral intensities of Dy3? ions in NAP glass to evaluate
the radiative processes of Dy3? ion excited states. It is
interesting to note that the white light emitting property of
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Dy3?-doped NAP glass changes as a function of Dy2O3
concentration and excitation wavelength.

Experimental details
Dy3?-doped Na3Al2P3O12 (NAP) glasses in the form
of 92NAP-(8 - x)Al2O3-(x)Dy2O3 (where x = 1–5) were
prepared using the melt quenching technique. (NH4)2
HPO4, NaNO3, Al2O3, and Dy2O3 (Analytical grade)
(Aldrich Chemical Co., USA) were taken as starting
materials. About 10 g of batch compositions was taken in
an agate mortar and was mixed and ground thoroughly
using spectroscopic grade iso-proponal. Then the mixture
was taken in a porcelain crucible and is placed in an
electric furnace. The temperature was raised slowly to
300 °C and was maintained for about an hour and then
slowly increased up to 600 °C, to ensure a complete
decomposition of (NH4)2HPO4 into P2O5. Subsequently the
temperature of the mixture was raised to 1280 °C to get a
clear melt and was maintained at that temperature for an
hour. The melt was poured onto a preheated brass mold and
annealed at 350 °C for about 24 h to remove the thermal
strains. Then the glass samples were allowed to cool to the
room temperature and were polished for optical measurements. The glass samples were polished to the commercial
quality using a water-free lubricant. For more than 5 wt%
of Dy2O3 concentration, the glass has resulted into opaque
in nature.
The absorption spectra of Dy3?-doped NAP glasses
were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer. 410 nm of a diode laser was used as excitations source for both luminescence emission and decay
time measurements. The emitted signal was dispersed by a
monochromator (Acton SP2300), and observed with a
Photo Multiplier Tube (PMT) and a Si detector (PMT;
Acton SP2300) which are interfaced with a computer.
Decay curves were obtained using a digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS1001B) interfaced to a personal
computer that records and averages the signal. Refractive
index (RI) measurements for glasses were carried out by
Brewster angle setup consisting of He–Ne laser (632 nm)
and a Si-detector.
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data and are listed in Table 1. Optical band gap of the
Dy3?-doped NAP glass has been estimated from the
absorption spectra and the values are found to be in
the range of 3.33–3.38 eV. The width of localized states
within the optical band gap, known as Urbach energies
(DE), was also estimated from the absorption spectra.
These DE values are found to be in the range between 0.29
and 0.35 eV which are close to those obtained for the other
phosphate glasses [17–19]. Such lower values suggest the
presence of minimum defects in the NAP glass system. RI
values of RE-doped NAP glasses show an increasing trend
with the increase in RE ion concentration, except for the
5 wt% Dy2O3-doped glass. In general, in oxide glasses the
ionic refractivity of non-bridging oxygens is larger than
that of bridging oxygens [20]. Compared to crystalline
NASICON, K3Al2P3O12 glass [21], the structure of NAP
(Na3Al2P3O12) glass can be visualized as an anionic
framework built from corner-shared tetrahedral coordination of AlO4 and PO4 networks, where PO4 tetrahedra
pointing their unshared oxygen atoms toward the channels
occupied by alkali (Na or K) ions. Therefore, this type of
structure could possibly increase the number of nonbridging oxygen [22], while Al3? ions were compensated
by the RE ions, which could be one of the possible reasons
for the increase in RI values.
Optical properties of Dy3?-doped NAP glass
The optical absorption spectra for various wt% of Dy2O3doped NAP glasses have been recorded in the wavelength
range of 350–2000 nm. The representative absorption
spectrum of 2 wt% Dy2O3-doped NAP glass is shown in
Fig. 1. The absorption spectra of NAP glasses doped with
Table 1 Physical and optical properties of Dy3?-doped NAP glasses
Property

NAP:Dy (wt%)
1

2

3

4

5

Eopt (±0.01 eV)

3.34

3.38

3.36

3.33

3.37

Urbach
DE (±0.01 eV)

0.28

0.29

0.29

0.35

0.30

Glass thickness
(±0.01 mm)

3.51

4.01

3.28

3.81

3.36

RI (±0.005)

1.530

1.545

1.564

1.572

1.560

Density q (g/cm3)

2.56

2.58

2.61

2.64

2.63

Results and discussion

Molecular weight M 329.75
(g/mol)

330.16

330.52

332.04

332.28

Physical properties

Molar volume Vm
(cm3/mol)

128.80

127.96

126.63

125.77

126.34

Important physical and optical parameters such as RI (n),
density (q), molar RI (Rm), molar volume (Vm), optical
band gap (Eopt), and Urbach energies (DE) for the Dy3?doped NAP glasses were determined from the experimental

Molar refraction Rm
(cm3/mol)

39.85

40.46

41.18

40.98

40.85

Reflection loss (%)

4.38

4.58

4.83

4.94

4.78

Polarizability a (Å3)

15.80

16.04

16.33

16.41

16.20
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Fig. 1 Absorption spectrum of 2 wt% Dy2O3-doped NAP glasses.
Inset shows the partial energy level diagram of Dy3? ions in NAP
glass

other wt% are also similar, except a change in the optical
densities and peak intensities, and are similar to other
reported glass systems [12–16, 23, 24]. As can be seen
from the figure, the spectrum consists of several inhomogeneous broadened f–f transitions that originate from the
4f9 configuration of Dy3? ions. These absorption bands
correspond to the absorption transitions from ground 6H15/2
state to various excited states of Dy3? ion. The measured
absorption spectrum of 1 wt% of Dy2O3 in NAP glass has
been used for JO analysis. The oscillator strengths (fexp) of
various f–f transitions were evaluated and are used in the
frame work of JO theory [25, 26]. A least-square fitting
approximation is adopted to determine the JO intensity
parameters, which gives the best-fit between the experimental and calculated oscillator strengths. The experimental and theoretical oscillator strengths obtained from
JO theory are listed in Table 2 along with the experimental
oscillator strengths of other reported Dy3?-doped glass
systems. In the present JO analysis the absorption levels
lying at lower wavelength are neglected as there exist an
uncertainty in finding the fexp due to overlap of the levels.
As can be seen from the table, the oscillator strengths of

various absorption transitions are well within the range of
their common occurrence.
The phenomenological JO parameters for Dy3? ions in
NAP glass are found to be X2 = 6.68 ± 0.02 9 10-20 cm2,
X4 = 1.10 ± 0.025 9 10-20 cm2, X6 = 1.73 ± 0.015 9
10-20 cm2. These JO parameters are comparable to the other
phosphate and fluorophosphates glasses [23, 24] and are
more than the fluoride glasses [12, 14] reported earlier. In
general, the position and oscillator strengths of absorption
transitions are sensitive to the local environment of RE ion
sites occupied within the glass network [27]. Therefore,
these parameters provide critical information on the nature of
bond between RE ions to the surrounding ligands. Among
these three, X2 is most sensitive to local structure and to host
composition. It is known that X2 increases with increase in
covalence [28]. Relatively larger X2 value indicates that the
Dy–O bond in NAP glasses is predominantly of covalent in
nature [23], where as the ionic nature of Dy–ligand bond in
fluoride glasses is clearly reflected by the lower X2 value
[12, 14].
The JO parameters determined from the absorption
spectra are used along with RI to predict the important
radiative properties such as transition probabilities,
branching ratios, and radiative lifetimes for the excited
states of Dy3? ions. The radiative transition probability (A)
for a transition can be calculated from the following
equation
D 
E2

64p4 e2 nðn2 þ 2Þ2 X


A¼
Xk  WJ U ðkÞ W0 J 0 
3hð2J þ 1Þk
9
k¼2;4;6
ð1Þ
The total radiative transition probability (AT) involving all
the transitions from an excited state to lower states is given
by the sum of transition probability (AT = RA). The predicted radiative lifetime (sR) of an excited state in terms of

Table 2 Experimental (fexp) and calculated (fcal) oscillator strengths (910-6) of Dy3? ions in NAP glass and other Dy3?-doped glasses
Transition from 6H15/2

Energy (cm-1)

Dy:NAP

Lead borate [14]

PKBAD [23]

PKMAFDy [24]

Expt

Cal

Expt

Cal

Expt

Cal

Expt

Cal

6H11/2

5988

0.749

0.977

1.29

1.37

0.88

1.18

0.96

0.93

6

7868

5.534

5.518

5.73

5.71

9.12

9.08

6.02

6.02

6

9141

1.572

1.608

2.33

2.35

2.45

2.59

2.09

1.78

6

11161

1.513

1.437

2.33

2.26

2.07

1.67

0.93

1.38

6

12531
13333

0.780
0.123

0.694
0.131

1.37
0.22

1.12
0.21

1.14
0.21

0.67
0.13

0.69
0.12

0.62
0.11

4

21092

0.142

0.113

0.26

0.18

0.17

0.13

0.07

0.11

4

22075

0.359

0.331

0.44

0.49

0.68

0.39

0.34

0.32

4

23529

0.087

0.036

0.18

0.05

0.09

0.11

0.12

0.06

H9/2 ? 6F11/2
F9/2 ? 6H7/2
F7/2
F5/2
F3/2

6

F9/2
I15/2
G11/2

RMS
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±0.08

±0.70

±0.42

±0.44
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AT, the total radiative transition probability of an excited
state, is given by sR = 1/AT. The AT is found to be 903 s-1
which gives a sR value of 1.107 ms for 1 wt% Dy3?-doped
NAP glass. This sR value is found to be higher than that
found in other glasses [12–16, 23, 24].
Emission spectra
Visible emission spectra of Dy3?-doped NAP glasses are
shown in Fig. 2a for various Dy3? ion concentrations.
Since the excitation energies of 410 nm are greater than
4
F9/2 levels, the excess energy is lost in the form of phonon
energy through non-radiative channels and populates
the 4F9/2 level. These emission spectra corresponds to
4
F9/2 ? 6HJ (J = 9/2, 11/2, 13/2, and 15/2) transitions of
Dy3? ions in the NAP glasses. As can be seen from the
spectra, the emission transitions are broad, because of the
availability of large number of Stark levels for 4F9/2 and
6
HJ levels and non-removal of degeneracy of these levels.
Among 4F9/2 ? 6HJ transitions, the blue (4F9/2 ? 6H15/2)
at *485 nm and yellow (4F9/2 ? 6H13/2) at *575 nm
emission transitions are relatively more intense than the
other emission transitions (4F9/2 ? 6H11/2, 9/2) observed in
the red and near infrared regions as shown in Fig. 2a.
Several spectral parameters (concentration, k, Dk, emission

y - chromaticity coordinate

(b)1.0
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Fig. 2 a Emission spectra of various wt% Dy2O3-doped NAP
glasses. The inset shows the excitation spectra of 575 nm emission
of 1 wt% Dy2O3-doped NAP glass. b CIE coordinate diagram of
various Dy3?-doped NAP gasses by 410 nm excitation

cross section, and sexp) for Dy3? ions in NAP glasses were
evaluated from the luminescence measurements. The
results are given in Table 3. From the experimental emission spectra, the stimulated emission cross sections, r(kp),
of the blue and yellow emissions were evaluated using the
following equation:
 
r kp ¼

k4p A
8pcn2 Dkeff

ð2Þ

where kp is the emission peak wavelength and Dkeff is the
emission effective linewidth of the transition given by
Z
1
IðkÞdk:
ð3Þ
Dkeff ¼
Ip
The observed kp, r(kp), and Dkeff values of these two
transitions were listed in Table 3. As can be seen from the
table, all these parameters are well within the range of
commonly reported values for Dy3?-doped glass systems.
The inset of Fig. 2a exemplifies the excitation spectrum
of Dy3? ions in NAP glasses (1 wt%), with emission at
k = 575 nm of 4F9/2 ? 6H13/2. As can be seen from the
inset there are several excitation bands situating between
300 and 500 nm, suggesting the suitable wavelength to
excite the Dy3? ions with UV or violet/blue lasers. It is
well known that the 4F9/2 ? 6H13/2 transition is hypersensitive (DL = 2 and DJ = 2) and therefore, its intensity
strongly depends on the host, whereas intensity of the
4
F9/2 ? 6H15/2 transition is less sensitive to the host. The
Y/B ratios of all the Dy3?-doped NAP glasses are in
the range 2.90–3.12 (Table 4). These Y/B ratios are comparable to those obtained for Dy3?-doped silicate [12] and
borate [29] glasses, but considerably higher than those
obtained for other phosphate glasses [16]. Even though the
emission intensity decreases with the increase in concentration, the Y/B ratio is nearly equal for all the Dy3?-doped
NAP glasses suggesting that the local environment around
Dy3? is invariant with varying concentration. Comparatively larger Y/B ratios suggest the pronounced nature of
covalency and asymmetry effects [10]. These Y/B intensity
ratios of visible emission indicate the feasibility of generation of white light in the Dy3?-doped NAP glass. The
chromaticity color coordinates for Dy3?-doped NAP glasses with various concentration of Dy2O3 wt% were calculated and shown in Table 4, and the corresponding CIE
x–y chromaticity diagram are also presented in Fig. 2b. The
CIE coordinates of all investigated glasses, excited with
410 nm, lies within the white region, though they are far
away from the ideal equal energy white light illumination
(0.333, 0.333) and there exists a tendency to be away from
it with increasing Dy3? ion concentrations. Further studies
on simulation of white light for these Dy3?-doped NAP
glasses are necessary by both adjusting the glass compositions and enhancing the red emission part by co-doping.
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Table 3 Concentration of Dy3? ions and spectroscopic properties (k, Dk, emission cross section, and sexp) of Dy3?-doped NAP glasses
Emission cross section (910-21 cm2)

Dy
(wt%)

Concentration
(91020 ion/cm3)

Effective line width (nm ±0.05)
484 nm

575 nm

484 nm

575 nm

1

0.95

15.71

14.33

0.42

3.58

1.03

2

1.91

15.60

14.45

0.43

3.68

0.63

3

2.90

15.40

14.33

0.44

3.74

0.53

4

3.91

15.24

14.32

0.44

3.78

0.39

5

4.86

15.30

14.26

0.43

3.71

0.40

Life time
F9/2 ? 6H13/2 (±0.01 ms)

4

Table 4 Yellow to blue intensity ratios and chromaticity color
co-ordinates of various concentration of Dy3?-doped NAP glasses
under 410 nm excitation
Dy3? concentration (wt%)

Y/B

Color coordinates
x

y

1

2.90

0.438

0.443

2

2.92

0.442

0.454

3

2.99

0.437

0.459

4

3.02

0.436

0.456

5

3.12

0.424

0.465

Decay time measurements
Figure 3 shows the luminescence decay curves of the
intense luminescent 4F9/2 ? 6H13/2 transition for some of
the Dy3?:NAP glasses. It is interesting to note that the
decay curves are almost single exponential even for higher
Dy3? ion concentrations. All the normalized experimental
decay curves are fitted with the function y(t) = Aexp(-t/s),
where s is the emission life time. The exponential nature of
the decay curves is due to either fast decay of excited Dy3?
ions or the effect of ligands is considerably small on Dy3?
ions [30]. The lifetime values of 4F9/2 level are tabulated in
Table 3. It is clear from the table that the lifetime decreases
with increase in the concentration of Dy3? ions. The
experimental lifetime of 4F9/2 level in Dy3?:NAP glasses is
found to be higher than other phosphate, borate, lead borate
glasses [14, 23, 24, 29] and lower than the fluorophosphates glasses [31].
The luminescence quantum efficiency (g) is defined as
the ratio of the number of photons emitted to the number of
photons absorbed. For RE ion systems it is equal to the
ratio of the measured lifetime to the predicted radiative
lifetime for respective levels given by g = sexp/sR. The
1
non-radiative decay rate (Wnr) is given by Wnr ¼ sexp
 ðAT Þ
where (AT) is the total radiative transition probability
determined through JO analysis. The g for 4F9/2 level in
1 wt% Dy2O3-doped NAP glass is found to be 93%, which
is higher than other reported glasses. The inset of Fig. 3
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Fig. 3 Decay curves of 4F9/2 level monitored at 4F9/2 ? 6H13/2
transition in various wt% Dy2O3-doped NAP glasses. Inset shows the
variation of quantum efficiency and non-radiative decay rate of 4F9/2
level with Dy2O3 concentration

shows the variations of g and Wnr with Dy2O3 concentration. As can be seen from the inset, Wnr increases and g
decreases with increase in Dy2O3 concentration. The considerably increasing value of Wnr indicates the presence of
non-radiative channel in the relaxation of 4F9/2 level. As
the concentration of RE ion is increased, the RE ions tend
to form clustering and as a consequence the emission
lifetime of the RE ions are reduced [32]. The other
quenching mechanisms responsible for the reduction of
lifetime with increase in concentration could be up-conversion and cross relaxation. As the maximum phonon
energy of phosphate is large enough to neglect the upconversion effects in the present case. Hence, the decrease
in the lifetime may be due to cross relaxation between Dy3?
ions with increase in concentration from 2 to 5 wt%. Different cross-relaxation processes that can account for this
energy transfer between Dy3? ions in the NAP glasses may
be 4F9/2 ? 6H15/2 ? 6H5/2 ? 6H7/2 and 4F9/2 ? 6H15/2 ?
6
F3/2 ? (6H9/2, 6F11/2). The inset of Fig. 1 shows the
possible cross-relaxation channels. This kind of cross
relaxation is also observed in other glasses including lead
borate [14], borate [29], and phosphate [23, 24] glasses.
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Conclusions
A new class of dysprosium-doped glasses with compositions
92NAP–(8 - x)Al2O3–(x)RE2O3 (where x =1–5 wt%) was
prepared and characterized. The optical properties, viz., RI,
optical bandgap, absorption and photoluminescence and
decay times Dy3? ions were studied and related to the host
matrix nature. The absorption spectra are analyzed using the
JO theory, from the integrated intensities of various
absorption bands. The JO parameter X2 value indicates that
these doped glasses are more covalent in nature. Strong
yellow and blue emissions were observed upon the 410 nm
excitation wavelengths. The emission intensity ratios of
yellow and blue transitions, Y/B, of Dy3? ions indicate the
strong covalent nature and dependence on the local environment in which the RE ions are occupied. These results
also show the possibility of obtaining white light from the
titled glasses. These Na-based phosphate glasses are highly
transparent and capable to accommodate larger concentrations of RE ions; therefore, these glasses are of particular
interest for developing ion-exchange waveguide-based
devices and suitable for white light generation.
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